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Torque Production Limit of Surface Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Machines and Their

Electromagnetic Scalability
Baoyun Ge , Member, IEEE, Mingda Liu , Member, IEEE, Jianning Dong , and Wenbo Liu, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In view of the increasing demand in torque density,
this article propounds the idea of looking for an upper bound of the
torque production and average shear stress for surface permanent
magnet (SPM) synchronous machines. The derivation is based on
the assumption of an infinite permeability of the iron core and
employs the transfer relation between the normal magnetic flux
density and the tangential magnetic strength. The result is written
as functions of the machine’s major geometries and excitation
conditions. The ratio of the actual value and this upper bound may
be used as a metric of measuring the usage of materials’ electro-
magnetic capability, or reversely as an indicator of the marginal
gain of the iron core of higher relative permeability. The result
is further investigated to discuss the electromagnetic scalability
and the sizing law of SPM machines. Specifically, the reason for
increasing volumetric torque density as the machine size goes up
is revealed. The optimal remanence flux density of permanent
magnets is also predicted at 1.91 T, providing that the lamination
saturates at 2 T.

Index Terms—Scalability, shear stress, surface permanent
magnet (SPM), torque density.

NOMENCLATURE
B Magnetic flux density [T].
H Magnetic field strength [A/m].
M Magnetization vector of PMs [A/m].
Bsat Iron saturation level [T].
Br Remanence flux density [T].
Cs Number of parallel circuits [−].
Isp Stator peak current [A].
K̃ Current loading or linear current density [A/m].
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M̃r Magnetization in the r-direction [A/m].
Nt Stator winding total number of turns [−].
P Pole pairs [−].
Te Electromagnetic torque [N ·m].
Vs,Vr Stator and rotor volumes, respectively [m3].
fm, gm Geometric functions [−].
g Air-gap length [m].
h Harmonic order [−].
ks,h, kr,h Stator and rotor winding factors, respectively [−].
le Effective axial length [m].
rm, ror, ris Radius of various surfaces [m].
αm Magnets pole–arc to pole–pitch ratio [−].
θ, θe, θr Mechanical, electrical, and rotor angles, respec-

tively [rad].
μ0 Vacuum permeability [H/m].
μrm Relative permeability of PMs [−].
σ̄m Average shear stress [Pa] or [psi].
ϕ̃ Magnetic scalar potential [A].
ωe Synchronous angular speed [rad/s].

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTRIC machine designers endeavor to improve the
torque capability with certain volume, weight, or dynamic

requirements especially for transportation applications, such as
electric cars, trains, drones, and airplanes. Breakthroughs on
material technologies (neodymium magnets developed indepen-
dently at General Motors and Sumitomo Special Metals [1],
dual-phase alloy laminates developed at General Electric [2],
soft magnetic composites, etc.) and implementation of advanced
cooling are the main thrusts.

As the torque density requirement gets higher and higher,
a natural question to ask is where is the torque limit of an
ideal machine regardless of these breakthroughs and cooling
approaches. This torque limit or upper bound is different from
the maximum achievable or rated torque specified in a data
sheet. The former one concerns and bounds infinite possibilities
within the specified size and excitation conditions, whereas
the latter one applies to a particular machine. Setting aside
aforementioned material, thermal and mechanical advancement,
a purely electromagnetic upper bound may be of multiple uses.
First, without going too further in details, the machine designers
may quickly narrow down the searching space according to the
upper limit. Second, the ratio of the actual designed/measured
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torque to the upper limit may be used as a metric of measuring
the lamination material’s electromagnetic capability or reversely
as an indicator of the marginal gain of iron core of higher relative
permeability. Last but not least, the electromagnetic scalability
and the sizing law become more clear. The scalability analysis
presented here revealed that the optimal remanence flux density
of permanent magnets (PM) is at 1.91T, providing that the lam-
ination saturates at 2T. The proposed scalability analysis may
be used for guiding the development of new magnetic materials
in electric-drive applications and potentially superconducting
synchronous machines, where the rotor field excitation can be
treated as PMs [3].

A first step toward the answer was established on round rotor
wound field synchronous machines (WFSMs) and documented
in [4]. This article tries to find an upper bound of surface PM
(SPM) synchronous machines as a continuing effort. Clearly, in-
finite upper bounds exist. The closer to the maximum achievable
or rated torque, the more relevant is the upper bound. Whence,
it is beneficial to review methods been used to predict the torque
production before giving away to computer programs for final
optimization. Torque is resulted from the conversion between
air gap energy and mechanical energy. Essen’s rule depicts
this and expresses the torque production as a function of key
gap parameters including surface area, axial length, peagk gap
flux density, peak surface current density, gap efficiency, and
power factor [5]. Honsinger incorporated the stator back iron
and developed the so-called D3L and D2.5L sizing formula,
where D is the stator outer diameter [6]. Recently, Lipo et al.
made a comprehensive comparison of ac motors to an ideal
machine based on Essen’s rule [7], [8]. Their result shows that
SPM machines equipped with neodymium magnets are nearly
identical to ideal electric machines in terms of torque production.
This makes the study of the upper bound of SPM machines
herein more meaningful since it is also the bound of other
common types of machines in industrial applications. As far as
the modeling of SPM machines goes, Zhu et al. made a thrust on
the analytical field calculation, including open-circuit field [9],
armature-reaction field [10], and stator slotting effects [11].
Later, the analysis was extended to cover SPMs with parallel
magnetized PMs [12]. In [13], Zarko et al. proposed the concept
of complex relative air-gap permeance to predict not only the
radial but also the tangential field components in a slotted air
gap. The magnetic circuit method is also a powerful one when it
comes to calculating the flux density in the back iron [14], [15].

As stated earlier, a torque production limit or upper bound
in terms of the machine’s major geometries and excitation
conditions is to be sought out. In order to obtain this limit or
upper bound, in Section II, we assume the back iron possesses
infinite permeability. This lends itself to perform a field analysis
in the air gap. Unlike Zhu et al.’s approach, the complex vector
analysis from [16] is employed to obtain the on-load field
for ease of deduction and making further assumptions in the
scalability analysis. It is well known that the volumetric torque
density of electric machines is getting better as the size goes up.
Different sizing equations were derived or curve fitted to match
the observation [17], [18]. Section III particularly explained

Fig. 1. SPM machine topology assuming infinite core permeability. The rotor
is placed such that the machine is generating the maximum torque.

such an observation from both the volume and the shear stress
perspectives using the upper bound derived in Section II, which
is verified in Section IV via finite-element analysis (FEA).
Correspondingly, from a broad perspective, this article made
the following contributions.

1) An upper bound of the torque production of SPMs is
derived for the first time and verified through FEA.

2) The scalability of the torque production of SPMs is re-
vealed using the derived upper bound.

3) The proposed analysis may be used for guiding the de-
velopment of future magnetic materials for electric-drive
applications and potentially superconducting synchronous
machines, where the field excitation can be regarded as
PMs [3].

More detailed results are summarized in Section V. The
authors, propounding the idea of looking for an upper bound
in view of the increasing demand in torque density, would like
to emphasize that this article and [4] merely initiate the briefest
investigation.

II. DERIVATION OF TORQUE UPPER BOUND

A. Machine Topology and Parameters

The reluctance of the stator and rotor iron cores, due to their
finite permeability, consume a portion of the magnetomotive
force (MMF). As the material is gradually improved over time,
this portion will be less. Here, the permeability of the iron core is
assumed to be infinite and, thus, all the MMF drop happen in the
gap region, which leads to higher torque production than reality
and constitutes the first approximation step. Correspondingly,
the machine topology may be represented as in Fig. 1. The
angular coordinate is drawn in electrical radian and only two
poles are shown even though the machine has a generic number
of pole pairs ofP . The stator inner radius, rotor outer radius, and
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PM inner radius are designated as ris, ror, and rm and the gap
length g is, therefore, (ris − ror). The phasor of the magnetic
potential at these surfaces are denoted as ϕ̃is, ϕ̃or, and ϕ̃m. (The
superscripts in the phasors indicate the location.) Specifically,
ϕ̃is is mainly governed by the winding configuration and ex-
citation level, ϕ̃m is essentially zero because of the infinitely
permeable core, ϕ̃or is a linear combination of ϕ̃is and the
magnetization vector of the PMs. These PMs all have an angular
span of παm, where αm ∈ (0, 1).

B. Magnetomotive Force (MMF)

Since the back iron does not waste any ampere turns at all,
the stator MMF exerts fully on the stator inner radius. Therefore

ϕ̃is = (−1)
h−1

2
3
π

NtIsp
CsP

ks,h
h

. (1)

Notice that this also implies that the slot effect is omitted and
constitutes the second approximation. Due to the relatively large
gap in SPMs, the error introduced by this is small.

As to the rotor side, the MMF is provided by the PMs. We
directly present the magnetization vector M here. It has no θ
component and

M̃r = (−1)
h+1

2
2jBrαm

μ0

sin(hπαm/2)
hπαm/2

. (2)

With (2), one may solve the particular solution ϕ̃II,p fol-
lowing the procedures documented in [9] by Zhu et al. The
remaining unknown is ϕ̃or (recall that ϕ̃m is at ground potential)
and this can be solved by matching the flux density from the two
sides of r = ror. We will derive the flux density in the next
section.

C. Transfer Relation Between Flux Density and Field Strength

In order to simplify the deduction process, we employ the air
gap transfer relation from [16][

B̃is
r

B̃or
r

]
= jμ0

[
fhP (ror, ris) ghP (ris, ror)

ghP (ror, ris) fhP (ris, ror)

][
H̃ is

θ

H̃or
θ

]
(3)

where f and g are geometric coefficients. When the air gap
g � ror ≈ ris, these transfer coefficients are equivalent to the
hyperbolic functions sinh, cosh used in rectangular coordinates,
which are presented in an earlier work [4] for WFSMs. Similarly,
in region II, we end up with a slightly complicated formula (4)
shown at bottom of this page, due to the present of PMs

By equating B̃or
r in (3) and (4), the magnetic potential at

r = ror can be resolved as in (5) shown at bottom of this page,
where the hatted version of function gm is defined as ĝm(x, y) =
(x/y)gm(x, y).

D. Shear Stress and Torque Estimation

Since both the normal and tangential component of the mag-
netic field on the rotor surface are available, one may write the
shear stress on the rotor surface after taking an average over
circumferential direction

σ̄m =
1
2
μ0gP (ror, ris)

P 2

risror
�[jϕ̃is(ϕ̃or)�].

Notice that h = 1 is assumed here simply because it is the
only field component producing a net torque. According to
the definition of the θ angle and the placement of the rotor
position, ϕ̃is is real and M̃r is imaginary. Therefore, the last
term in the aforementioned equation is reduced to ϕ̃is�[ϕ̃or] and
the complete equation for the maximum average shear stress
is presented in (6) shown at bottom of this page. Finally, the
maximum torque is obtained via simply multiplying σ̄m,max by
2πr2

orle as shown in (7) shown at bottom of this page, where

[
B̃or

r

B̃m
r

]
= jμ0μrm

[
fhP (rm, ror) ghP (ror, rm)

ghP (rm, ror) fhP (ror, rm)

][
H̃or

θ − H̃or,p
θ

H̃m
θ − H̃m,p

θ

]
+

1
2
μ0M̃r

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
1

ln(eror/rm)

]
when hP = 1,

(hP )2

(hP )2 − 1

[
2

2

]
when hP �= 1.

(4)

ϕ̃or =
ĝhP (ris, ror)ϕ̃

is

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
+

1
2
rorM̃r

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1
hP

1 + hP · ghP (ror, rm) ln(ror/rm)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
when hP = 1,

2
(hP )2 − 1

hP − fhP (ror, rm) + ghP (ror, rm)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
when hP �= 1.

(5)

σ̄m,max =
ĝP (ris, ror)Brαm

2ror

sin(παm/2)
παm/2

(
3
π

NtIsp
CsP

ks,1

)⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
P + P 2 · gP (ror, rm) ln(ror/rm)

μrmfP (ror, rm) + fP (ris, ror)
when P = 1,

2P 2

P 2 − 1
P − fP (ror, rm) + gP (ror, rm)

μrmfP (ror, rm) + fP (ris, ror)
when P �= 1.

(6)

Te,max = 2rorleĝP (ris, ror)Br sin(παm/2)

(
3
π

NtIsp
CsP

ks,1

)⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
P + P 2 · gP (ror, rm) ln(ror/rm)

μrmfP (ror, rm) + fP (ris, ror)
when P = 1,

2P 2

P 2 − 1
P − fP (ror, rm) + gP (ror, rm)

μrmfP (ror, rm) + fP (ris, ror)
when P �= 1.

(7)
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le is the effective axial length of the machine. It is shown as a
function of the rotor surface area (∼ rle) instead of rotor volume
as in Essen’s rule or the D3L sizing equation, which is because
it is written directly in terms of the excitation current Isp instead
of the linear current density, which factors in the radius.

E. Saturation Constraint

Even though an infinite permeability is assumed for the back
iron, we do want to impose a saturation constraint so that the
torque value just derived is bounded. There are two areas we
want to impose the constraint, i.e., the back iron and PMs.

Carefully examining these transfer coefficients, one would
find out that the constraint is more strict at the rotor back iron
than the stator side for the following two reasons.

1) As will be seen later, the stator side excitation ϕ̃is in
nowadays technology cannot match M̃r generated by the
NdFeB magnets.

2) The ratios ris/ror and ror/rm determine the portion of ϕ̃is

and M̃r remaining at the radius of rm and ris, respectively,
after the interaction in the gap; the portion diminished
in the imaginary part of B̃is

r is greater than the portion
diminished in the real part of B̃m

r .
According to (4), the flux density at the surface r = rm can be

expanded as in (8) shown at bottom of this page. Their absolute
value should be no greater than the saturation level Bsat. (It is
easy to prove that the tangential components B̃θ are both zeros
in the stator and rotor back iron.) Few important observations,

which will be useful in the next section, may be made in the
following.

1) As mentioned previously, ϕ̃is is real and M̃r is imaginary.
Thus, the first term in (8a) and (8b) is real and the second
and third terms are imaginary.

2) Among the imaginary terms, the first one is much
larger than the second one due to the fact that the
air gap length is typically much smaller than the mag-
net thickness, and thus, the resultant relatively large
value of fhP (ris, ror) comparing to other related transfer
coefficients.

3) The coefficients of ϕ̃is and M̃r are almost constant func-
tions of the harmonic order h. Hence, the total flux density
field may be approximated by summing ϕ̃is and M̃r over
harmonic h and multiplying them by constants, respec-
tively.

4) The two brackets in either (8a) or (8b) are close to each
other by a factor of about ror/rm.

Similarly, the flux density of at the surface r = ror can be
expanded as in (9) and (10) shown at bottom of this page. The
total field should be less than the saturation level of the PMs and
more importantly greater than the knee point. The observations
on the equations are as follows.

1) As can be expected, the radial component dominates. One
may check this by substituting some numbers in those
extra coefficients fhP (ror, rm) and fhP (ris, ror) in (9).

B̃m
r =

hP

ror

μ0μrmghP (rm, ror)ĝhP (ris, ror)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
ϕ̃is +

1
2
μ0M̃r

[
ln

(
eror
rm

)
+ hP · fhP (ror, rm) ln

(
ror
rm

)]
+

1
2
μ0M̃r

μrmghP (rm, ror) [1 + hP · ghP (ror, rm) ln(ror/rm)]

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
when hP = 1, (8a)

B̃m
r =

hP

ror

μ0μrmghP (rm, ror)ĝhP (ris, ror)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
ϕ̃is +

hP

(hP )2 − 1
μ0M̃r [hP + ghP (rm, ror) + fhP (ror, rm)]

+
hP

(hP )2 − 1
μ0M̃r

μrmghP (rm, ror) [hP − fhP (ror, rm) + ghP (ror, rm)]

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
when hP �= 1, (8b)

B̃or
r = − hP

ror

μ0μrmfhP (ror, rm)ĝhP (ris, ror)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
ϕ̃is +

1
2
μ0M̃rfhP (ris, ror)

1 + hP · ghP (ror, rm) ln(ror/rm)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)

when hP = 1, (9a)

B̃or
r = − hP

ror

μ0μrmfhP (ror, rm)ĝhP (ris, ror)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
ϕ̃is + μ0M̃rfhP (ris, ror)

hP

(hP )2 − 1
hP − fhP (ror, rm) + ghP (ror, rm)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)

when hP �= 1, (9b)

B̃or−
θ = − jhP

ror

μ0μrmĝhP (ris, ror)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
ϕ̃is − 1

2
jμ0μrmM̃r

1 + hP · ghP (ror, rm) ln(ror/rm)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)

when hP = 1, (10a)

B̃or−
θ = − jhP

ror

μ0μrmĝhP (ris, ror)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)
ϕ̃is − jμ0μrmM̃r

hP

(hP )2 − 1
hP − fhP (ror, rm) + ghP (ror, rm)

μrmfhP (ror, rm) + fhP (ris, ror)

when hP �= 1. (10b)
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It is more significant in the imaginary part since the gap
length is usually much smaller than the thickness of PMs.

2) The radial component of the flux densities at the surfaces
r = ror and r = rm are close to each other with a factor of
roughly rm/ror between the real components and ror/rm
between the imaginary components.

III. DISCUSSION ON ELECTROMAGNETIC SCALABILITY

As mentioned in the introduction, the content presented here is
not intended for machine design directly. Equation (7) together
with the saturation constraint shows that there is a theoretical
limit in the torque production when the excitation and major
dimensions are given. More generally, the torque production is
proportional to the average shear stress and the rotor volume
(which is the essence of Essen’s rule). Therefore, the torque
density should meet the following condition:

Te

Vs +Vr
<

Te

Vr
= 2σ̄m (11)

where Vs,Vr are the stator and rotor volume, respectively.
The rotor volume includes the shaft while the stator volume
includes everything but the rotor volume. The average shear
stress σ̄m is bounded by the saturation level of the electrical steel.
Therefore, the torque output of electric machines cannot increase
faster than the volume. Then, how to explain the observation
aforementioned in the introduction, i.e., the volumetric torque
density of electric machines get better as the size goes up? Two
aspects in (11) are explained and discussed as follows.

A. Volume in Small Scope

Consider two machines of the same design with all dimensions
in the ratio k : 1 and having the same speed and flux density
constraint like in [17]. According to (8), the current may scale
up to k times and correspondingly the torque will be scaled by
k3 based on (7). However, one may quickly realize that the slot
area is not fully used, i.e., the current density J is not kept at its
original level. Nevertheless, keeping J constant would violate
the flux density constraint. Indeed, Ampère’s law scales in one-
dimensional space while Gauss’s law scales in two-dimensional
space. One may quickly conclude that the current density J and
the flux density B cannot be maintained at the same time under
this thought experiment.

However, given sufficient cooling condition, the current den-
sity J is indeed usually kept constant within a small range of
machine size, at least not decreasing as fast as the increasing
size [17]. This may be understood by some design modifications.
In order to keep up the current density J , one may shrink the slot
size. This could be done in many ways. One way is to shrink
the radial direction, but still maintain the portion of the back
iron thickness for the sake of flux density constraint. Thus, the
outer diameter of the second machine is shrunk. So, does the
total volume, which leads to an increased torque density. Notice
that this is not contradicting (11) since only Vs is reduced here.

Another aspect related to the aforementioned reasoning is
the insulation thickness. Usually, for a small-scale ratio k, the
voltage rating, and thus, the insulation thickness is kept the same,

which allows a higher filling factor when scale up. This aspect
applies as well to the large scope to be discussed in the following,
since normally the voltage rating does not scale as fast as the
current rating [17].

B. Shear Stress in Large Scope

The above thought experiment can be extended to a large
scope when k 	 1, however the average shear stress σ̄m plays a
more vital role herein. Because of the saturation constraint, we
can foresee an upper bound of the shear stress. According to the
inequality of arithmetic and geometric means, we may assign
Bsat/

√
2 to both the real and imaginary parts of

∑
h B̃

m
r (not

the normal and tangential components of B̃m) to get this upper
bound. Since the shear stress equation only take the fundamental
component into account, two treatments are made here in the
following.

1) Correcting factors are necessary to count the difference
between fundamental components and the maximum total
field of ϕ̃is and M̃r, respectively. These are 3ks,1/π and
4 sin(παm/2)/π (refer to Section II-E).

2) The third term in (8a) or (8b) are discarded because it is
negligible comparing to the second term. The bracket in
the second term is replaced with the bracket in the third
term but with a correcting factor ror/rm.

Writing them down, we have∣∣∣∣ Pror μ0μrmgP (rm, ror)ĝP (ris, ror)

μrmfP (ror, rm) + fP (ris, ror)
ϕ̃is

∣∣∣∣ = 3
π
ks,1

√
2

2
Bsat

(12)
and ∣∣∣∣1

2
μ0M̃r [1 + P · gP (ror, rm) ln(ror/rm)]

∣∣∣∣
=

rm
ror

4 sin(παm/2)
π

√
2

2
Bsat when P = 1 (13a)∣∣∣∣ P

P 2 − 1
μ0M̃r [P − fP (ror, rm) + gP (ror, rm)]

∣∣∣∣
=

rm
ror

4 sin(παm/2)
π

√
2

2
Bsat when P �= 1. (13b)

Substituting these back into the shear stress equation, we finally
have

σ̄m ≤ 3
π2

B2
sat

μ0μrm

r2
m

r2
or

1
ĝP (ror, rm)

ks,1 sin(παm/2). (14)

For the convenience of comparison, the result of WFSMs is
copied here [4] (with a correction factor 6ks,1kr,1/π2 added)

σ̄m ≤ 3
2π2

B2
sat

μ0

1
fP (ris, ror)

ks,1kr,1. (15)

The major difference between them is the transfer coefficients.
It is easy to see that 1/fm is bounded while 1/ĝm is not by
checking the definition of fm and ĝm. Hence, had the recoil line
of the PMs is linear over a wide range of H field, the shear stress
of SPMs can be greater than 3B2

sat/2π2μ0, which is the limit of
WFSMs [4]. To show this, the shear stress limit is plotted against
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Fig. 2. Upper bound of the average shear stress as a function of the radius
ratio ror/rm for PMs with wide recoil capability and achievable remanence flux
density Br . The settings are: Bsat = 2T, μrm = 1, ks,1 = 1, and αm = 1.

Fig. 3. Ratio of LHS and RHS of (13) as a function of the outer and inner
radius of PMs. The settings are: Bsat = 2T and remanent flux density of PMs
are 1.24T.

ror/rm, as shown in Fig. 2 , for ideal PMs that possess wide recoil
capability. However, the shear stress looks appealing but is not
practical with current technology. The reasons are embedded in
(12) and (13).

1) The term Pϕ̃is/ror in (12) with a factor −jror/ris is
actually commonly known as the linear current density or
current loading K̃. Therefore, the following term dictates
the amount of current loading needed to satisfy (12):

√
2

2
Bsat

μ0
/

μrmgP (rm, ror)gP (ror, ris)

μrmfP (ror, rm) + fP (ris, ror)
.

If we substitute the machine parameters in Section IV, the
absolute value of K̃ is 174Arms/mm, which is apparently
not achievable nowadays even in large size motors [17],
[19].

2) Another underlying assumption in Fig. 2 is that the rema-
nence flux density Br can satisfy (13). The ratio of the
left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) of (13) is
plotted in Fig. 3 for high grade NdFeB magnets possessing
remanence of 1.24T. The ratio ror/rm has to reach to
around 1.3 for (13) to be true let alone the temperature
effect on Br. However, typical value ror/rm is around 1.1

Fig. 4. Upper bound of the average shear stress as a function of the radius
ror for WFSMs and SPMs with both constraints on the current loading and
saturation of the iron core. The settings are: Bsat = 2T and Br = 1.24T.

for modest size motors and it decreases as size goes up.
Suppose that PMs contribute most of the saturation flux
instead of sharing half, the optimal remanence flux density
of PMs is predicted at 1.91T in electric-drive applications.

For nonideal PMs, both the saturation at the iron core and the
demagnetization of PMs should be considered. The shear stress
scalability is a convoluted function of all the design parameters.
It would be more appropriate to study this with historical data;
however, some parameters are often missing in most scientific
literature and technical documents. To circumvent this, fol-
lowing two empirically established scaling laws from Jong’s
book [20] are utilized.

1) The air gap of SPMs scales up roughly as induction
machines according to [19]. For induction machines

g = 9 × 10−3 ror√
P

[m].

2) The current loading scales up as a power function of the
pole-pitch:

|K̃s,rms| = 105
(πris

P

)2/3
[A/m].

The law holds with a pole pitch range of 0.03 to 1m and
this constraint will show up in the result. It should be noted
that the above law together with the saturation constraint
determines the actual current loading.

A brutal force search of maximum shear stress as a function
of the rotor radius ror is then carried out using these scaling
laws, the saturation constraint imposed on (8), and the demag-
netization threshold (0.1T) imposed on (9). The results are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . Overall, the upper bound of the shear
stress increases when the rotor size goes up. When P = 1, the
shear stress starts to flat after ror = 0.2m mainly due to the
demagnetization constraint that limits the angular span παm

of the PMs, which also reflects on desiring for thicker PMs in
Fig. 5. Probably a more interesting result is that the magnet ratio
holds constant through a wide range of radius for P = 2, 4, 8,
in contrast to Fig. 2 that shows higher shear stress craves thicker
PMs with ideal settings. This is due to the fact that the gap ratio
ris/ror is a constant and the current loading is constrained.
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Fig. 5. Ratio of PMs’ outer and inner radius as a function of the radius ror
with the same settings as Fig. 4. A limit 1.15 is set in the searching program.

Fig. 6. Cross-sectional view of the selected SPM model.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION VIA FEA AND

HISTORICAL DATA

Since the presented theoretical work is done with the assump-
tion of infinite permeable iron core, which is not attainable in
reality, the correctness of the derived field distribution and upper
bound equations are verified via FEA and prototypes together.

1) The permeability of the core material can be gradually in-
creased to approach infinity in FEA in order to validate the
assumption of infinite permeable iron core. An SPM model
is selected for this purpose and is shown in Fig. 6. Two
aspects of the theoretical work, i.e., the full-field recon-
struction via superposition of each individual harmonic
contents and the correctness of the torque upper bound, are
validated in Sections IV-A and IV-B, respectively. All the
necessary parameters to reproduce the results presented in
Sections IV-A and IV-B are listed in Table I.

2) The derived upper bound is also verified over a wide power
range in Section IV-C via FEA. A commonly used core
material M270-35 A (also known as M19) rather than an
ideal core is assumed.

TABLE I
KEY PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATED SPM USED IN

SECTIONS IV-A AND IV-B

Fig. 7. Radial and tangential components of flux density at the radius r = ror+
as a function of the electrical angle. The relative permeability of the iron core
is set to 106 in the FEA and the harmonic content is counted up to 301 in the
analytical model. The rotor angle is fixed at zero.

3) We also conducted a verification study on historical SPM
machines prototyped by previous researchers instead of
our own in Section IV-D. This is mainly because of the
following three considerations.
1) The presented work mainly focuses on the torque

producing capability of SPM machines rather than a
design methodology.

2) Historical SPM machines cover a wide range of power
levels and design configurations.

3) Had we spent time and funding in manufacturing these
prototypes, the prototypes would be same as or similar
to the historical SPM machines.

A. Full Field Reconstruction

Equations (1) to (5) and (8) to (10) are all written with an
explicit or implicit harmonic orderh. In order to get the complete
field distribution, one has to add all the harmonics up. Special
care should be taken since harmonics h = 5, 11, . . . in ϕ̃is rotate
backward while the same orders in M̃r rotate forward.

The flux density at the rotor surface r = ror+ is reconstructed
here and plotted against FEA in Fig. 7. Because of the nearly
unity relative permeability of the PMs, the field distribution
in the tangential direction is identical to the ones at r = ror−.
The major discrepancies show up at where the slot openings
are. Had the slot effect been corrected using relative air gap
permeance [11], [13], the agreement between the FEA and the
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Fig. 8. Torque as a function of the rotor position. Each coil is excited with
100A− t pk.

Fig. 9. Torque production as a function of the relative permeability of the iron
core. Here the relative permeability is an effective one counting all of the MMF
drop in the iron.

analytical model would be even better, which, however, is out
of the scope of this article.

B. Torque Upper Bound

Previously, a torque upper bound for SPMs is derived with
the key assumption of an infinite permeability of the iron core.
Therefore, it is paramount to verify (7) against this basic assump-
tion. Figs. 8 and 9 show obtained and justify the assumption
well. Specifically, Fig. 8 shows that the upper bound is well
above the actual case using M270-35 A laminations. In Fig. 9,
when the relative permeability of the iron core is greater than
1000, the discrepancy between the two models is within 3%.
Moreover, the error is approaching zero as the iron core is
becoming less reluctant. It should be noted that the y-axis of
Fig. 9 uses Te/NtIsp instead of Te directly. In the FEA, one
has to reduce the ampere-turns as the relative permeability is
increased in order to not saturate certain area of the core within
the same design.

Comparing to the result presented in [4] for WFSMs, one
may see the upper bound is tighter for SPMs. The reason is
that in SPMs the effective air gap length is not affected by the
slot opening width much. If Carter’s coefficient was applied to

TABLE II
KEY PARAMETERS OF THE SPM MACHINES GENERATED FROM

JMAG-EXPRESS

Fig. 10. Comparison of the upper bound with the actual torque production
from 0.1kW to 1MW assuming the lamination material M270-35 A is used.

WFSMs, similar degree of agreement would be reached. To this
end, plots like Fig. 9 may be used as an indication of whether or
not higher relative permeability is worth pursuing.

C. Benchmark With Nonideal Iron and a Wide Power Range

In this case study, M270-35 A laminations instead of a linear
material as in Section IV-B is assumed. Besides, to circumvent
the difficulty of getting historical data, we deploy the JMAG-
Express tool (available online [21]) to generate a family of SPM
machines spanning a wide power range, which are then fed into
FEA to incorporate M270-35 A’s behavior and get more accurate
torque values. Table II lists the obtained key parameters. Without
any further modification, the tool generates unity aspect ratios,
i.e., the stack length equals the stator OD.

Fig. 10 plots the actual torque production obtained from FEA
using both M270-35 A and a linear material withμr = 1000 and
the upper bound predicted by (7) against a wide power range.
It can be observed that machines using M270-35 A generate
torque well between the upper bound and the one using the
linear material. Combining with Fig. 9, one may conclude that
the effective relative permeability is greater than 1000 with these
excitations. The relative error between FEA (using M270-35 A)
and the upper bound starts around 20% and gradually decreases
to 10% as the power rating gets higher. Knowing that these
machines are generated from JMAG-Express and not optimized,
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TABLE III
UPPER BOUND AGAINST ACHIEVABLE TORQUE FOR ELECTRIC MACHINES

FROM LITERATURE

The ones from [22], [23], and [24] used fractional slot windings and the one from [25] has
an external-rotor topology.

we can expect the relative error to be less when the upper bound is
benchmarked against well designed machines as in Sections IV-
A and IV-B.

D. Verification Against Historical Data

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the upper bound
presented here is a theoretical limit. Its basic assumption of
infinite permeable core is not achievable in prototypes. Nonethe-
less, we can still check it against achievable torque. Table III
documents, such an effort covering, a wide power range and
shows that the upper bound is, indeed, above the achievable
torque. Depending on the optimization strategy, the discrepancy
(between measured and the upper bound) due to relaxation can
be as small as 5.8% in [24]. It is worth noting that the two smaller
machines used fractional slot windings [22]–[24] and the biggest
one employed an external-rotor topology [25], indicating that the
presented upper bound applies not only to regular multiphase
windings, whose MMF can be explicitly described by (1), and
the internal-rotor topology, where ris > ror > rm shall hold.

V. CONCLUSION

An upper bound of the torque production of SPMs with radi-
ally magnetized PMs is derived. It is written in terms of excita-
tion ks,1NsIsp, Br sin(παm/2), key dimensions rm, ror, ris, le,
and pole pairs P . The result is verified via FEA against the
basic assumption and via historical data against benchmarked
torque in a wide power range. The ratio of the actual value and
this upper bound may be used as a metric of measuring the
usage of materials’ electromagnetic capability, or reversely as
an indicator of the marginal gain of iron core of higher relative
permeability. The electromagnetic scalability of SPMs is also
discussed and the following items are revealed.

1) An affine transformation with a simple reduction on the
slot area, and thus, the stator outer diameter can improve
the torque density by reducing the stator volume.

2) Unlike WFSMs, the average shear stress of SPMs is not
bounded by 3B2

sat/2π2μ0, although, with nowadays tech-
nology, this limit of WFSMs is still far ahead for SPMs.
Nevertheless, the shear stress scales up with radius.

These together explain why the torque density of SPM ma-
chines gets better as size goes up. In addition, the following
statements hold.

1) The optimal remanence flux density of PMs is predicted
at 1.91T, given that the lamination saturates at 2T. The
proposed scalability analysis may be used for guiding the

development of new magnetic materials in electric-drive
applications and potentially superconducting synchronous
machines, where the rotor field excitation can be treated
as PMs [3].

2) Higher shear stress covets thicker PMs with ideal settings
that PMs have wide recoil capability and current loading
is unlimited. High pole count is also preferred.

3) With nonideal PMs and thermally constrained current
loading, shear stress can still grow with increasing rotor
OD and the optimal thickness of PMs is nearly linear
with the rotor size. Low pole count is desired; however,
demagnetization effects and manufacturing difficulties
counterbalance such eagerness.
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